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ABSTRACT

Neural Network (NN) architectures provide a thousand4old speedup in computational power per watt along
with the flexibility to learn/adapt so as to reduce software lifecyc1e costs. Thus NN's are poised to provide a key
supporting role to meet the avionics upgrade challenge for affordable improved mission capability especially near
hardware where flexible and powerful smart processing is needed. This paper summarizes the trends for air combat
and the resulting avionics needs. A paradigm for information fusion and response management is then described
from which viewpoint the role for NN's as a complementary technology in meeting these avionics challenges is
explained along with the key obstacles for NN's.

Keywords: neural networks CNN), avionics, pulse stream NN, data fusion tree, duality, neural control, multispectral
NN image processing

l._ Introduction

Electronic computer hardware (HW) capability per dollar cost has been doubling every two years and is
expected to continue. Software (SW) capability in executable lines ofcode per dollar has not been improving at
even near that rate. Thus DOD SW costs have far surpassed HW costs (e.g. $25 billion vs $5 billion in 1991). The
growth in neural networks (NN's) has been spurred by both ofthese trends. First computer chip HW capabilities
have enabled extensively parallel NN processing to provide timely solutions. NN architectures have capitalized on
the digital and analog electronic chip technologies to define even more efficient architectures as measured in
operations or connections per second per watt. Second, NN's use their hardware advantage to reduce SW
programming costs. The NN architecture embeds data and goal driven learning mechanisms to solve pattern
recognition and control problems without recuiring the user to discover these procedures. Thus, NN's are most
advantageous in rapidly changing uncertain environments where robustness and high speed per watt are needed such
as avionics.

NN's have a complementary role with other computing architectures. Figure 1-1 plots the problem solving
flexibility ofthe various areliltechires against their computational speed per watt. Their computing perfonnance
increases with the increase in parallelism as the HW moves from electronic digital to analog to optical. In addition
their flexibility tends to decrease accordingly albeit for different reasons including coding costs, restricted
parallelization levels, scalability, lack ofreadily available learning paradigms, lack ofuser tools, common interface
limitations, and 11W immaturity. All of these computing architectures are moving up and to the right as they
mature. As the amount of information, complexity, uncertainty, and computational capacity grows, systems
designers identify the cost effective partitioning of each problem for each computing type. For example well
characterized subproblems are solved with conventional 11W/SW using modelbased algorithms (e.g. logic models,
Bayesian, optimal search.). More hearistic subprobiems are solved with knowledge-based expert system NW/SW
combining data and procedures to search heuristically for a solution. Unmodeled subproblems are solved with high
speed NN NW/SW learning from data to find patterns that achieve desired goals. The key to success will be the
hybrid architecture within which these mutually supporting computing NW/SW elements can be cost effectively
integrated.
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Figure 1-1. Pulse-Stream Neural Nets Have Highest Potential To Break Out Of Trend Of
Flexibility Decrease and Software Cost Increase With Speed/Watt Growth
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2 Avionics Needs and the Role for Neural Networks

2J . 21st Centuri Air Combat Trends and Avionics Needs

The emphasis over the next two decades will be on affordable upgrades to existing military aircraft. These
upgrades will leverage commercial advances in computing (HW & SW), and wireless communications as well as
military advances in long range smart weapons and responsive surveillance (e.g. JSTARS, UAV's, space-based).
Our worldwide competitors will also be capitaling on these advances for enhancements in their military capability.
To meet the resulting accelerated tempo ofconflict forces will be organized around infonxiation (instead of
platform/weapon systems). Sensors and shooters will be digitally netted busting thru "stovepipe" CI systems.
This will engender flatter unified command structures and shooter-level situational awareness and response strategy.
c4I architectures for Close Air Support (CAS) (via ABCCC, ASOC's, and FAC's) and for Theater Air Defense
(TAD) (via AWACS, CRC's, GBR's, and SAM's) are on track for the 21st century. However our ability to
efficiently adapt to the changing Air Interdiction (Al) and Offensive Counter Air (OCA) situations (after aircraft are
airborne) is constrained. Theater wide JSTARS, manned, TJAV, and space-based sensors promise near real-time
near-perfect round situational awareness. Future emphasis is needed on air operations execution especially inflight
target handover for Al and OCA.

The projected air operations organization is shown in Fig. 2-1 where the Control and Reporting Center
(CRC) commands the TAD missions and the Local Attack Control (LAC) center commands CAS, Al and OCA
missions. The LAC features are similar to CRC for air operarons namely: significant two-way communication
connectivity (space, air, ground); significant information fusion computing power (awareness and target
prioritization); C2 authority to rapidly retarget Al and OCA sotties inflight capability to replan UAVs and other
ground surveillance assets; enable airborne extension e.g., JSTARS) with ABCCC fimctions.

Figure 2-1 . Future Emphasis Is Needed On Air Operations Execution Especially Air To
Ground Target Handoff

As a result, long-range rapid retargeting precision strike capabilities will demand automated robust
information fusion (IF) and resourcemanagement (RM) to include management ofsensors, communications,
countermeasures, crew interfaces, platforms, and their processing. The information-driven military system costs
will be driven by the avionics SW timing and robustness reqjiirement To reduce these life cycle costs, an avionics
SW architecture and a systems engineering process stat need to be developed within a common underlying
_gnL

The avionics assists the aircrew by providing robust and affordable situation awareness and response
operations. Avionics is needed to detect, locate, ID, and rapidly handover time critical targets. To do this the
avionics SW will internet to cooperating plati'orms and integrate stand-off off-board information to extend the
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situation awareness envelope and coordinate the response for improved weapon system performance. The avionics
will provide automated response, and decision aids, as personalized by pilot, to stay inside the opponent's response
cycle. To meet cost constraints these avionics SW upgrades will be developed within an open, layered, object
oriented architecture.

With this avionics architecture the cost savings will increase with level of SW reuse achievable (from
domain abstractions to mechanisms to architectural layers). The (horizontal) architectural layer interface standards
will be developed to maximize SW reuse to include physical (bus and memory), data link/data base, network/data
base manager, presentation/formatting, and applications layers. The (vertical) functional interface paradigm will
enable user partitioning to divide and conquer so as to achieve the knee-ofthe-curve in performance versus
cost/complexity. The objectoriented class diagrams support both the horizontal and vertical portions ofthe SW
development matrix. In summary, stet are needed to acquire, condense, distribute, and apply information in a
timely, affordable, and robust manner.

22. A Functional Paradigni For Avionics Development

Avionics SW can be divided into two interacting processes, data fusion (DF) and resource management
(RM). Data fusion is the process dealing with the association ofdata and estimation ofaggregate and object
kinematics, attributes, and identity to achieve timely and refined products providing relevant assessments and
projections ofthe situation. Resource management is the process utilizing the data fusion product to assign and
control the available platform, countermeasure, sensor, and processing resources in support ofthe mission
objectives. These two processes are duals in the sense that a formulation and solution for one (e.g. data fusion) can
be used to formulate and solve the other (e.g. resource management) using the dual variable interpretations (e.g. the
duals for data association and estimation are response planning and control, respectively)'. Thus the data fusion tree
"fanin" paradigm2 used to define the batching of data for fusion node association and estimation yields a dual "fan-
out" paradigm to formulate the batching ofresponses for planning and control. An example of a distributed DF and
RM avionics tree is shown in Fig. 2-2. Each node in the tree is tailored within thefusion tree dual node paradigms
to maximize its capability within the cost constraints.

2.3. Avionics Challenges and the Role for Neural Nets

Avionics performance evaluation is based upon meeting affordability and mission capability requirements.
Performance evaluation provides feedback for design optimization on every level ofthe avionics system design
process (i.e. 1) system 2) component 3) module/node 4) detailed design levels). A recommended avionics
perfomiance evaluation criterion is to maximize the confidence in meeting the requirements where increasingly
detailed requirements are derived for each level ofthe interactive design process. The avionics SW system level
requirements are oftwo types, namely, life cycle costs (development, Pal/maintenance) and mission capability
(information fusion, resource management). Life-cycle cost reduction is beingjointly addressed by the open,
layered, object-oriented architecture and testbed development at Wright Labs (WL), NAWC, and other labs. A top-
level evaluation ofthe state-of-the-art, challenges, and desired capabilities for future avionics SW is given in Fig. 2-
3.

Avionics upgrades have a long way to go to meet the 21st century needs described above. For example,
the F-18 is the only current operational fighter with even limited data fusion. However, the Talon programs are
demonstrating Real-Time Intelligence in the Cockpit (RTIC) capabilities. Also, real-time demos and flight tests
with DF and RM on a C-l30 and followed by an F-l6 are planned under the Expanded Situation Awareness
Insertion (ESAI) WL program. Real-time symmetric multiprocessors (RTSMP) are replacing current processors
achieving 100 times the thruput per watt. For example, a 4 CPU RTSMP operates at 512 MIPS (80 MFLOPS)
with 64 Mbytes ofmemory and a 4 Gbytes removeable disk at approximately 100 watts.

Neural nets provide over a thousand-fold improvement over the RTSMP in computational speed per watt
with reduced SW costs due to their adaptivity. Thus the future role for NN's is in enhancing operational
capabilities within size, weight, and power constraints especially where high speed and adaptivity are required. This
includes SAR-to-IR-to-VIS pixel level fusion, automatic target recognition (ATR) with spatial/temporal reasoning,
goal driven automated response, and nonlinear adaptive controL Mathematical scoring and algorithmic searches are
preferable for avionics applications where the problem is more well-defined (e.g. sensor data association). For
applications with a continual need for knowledge acquisition on partially modeled processes and where decisions are
conditional (e.g. situation and threat assessment, top level response management) expert systems (Al)
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FN= Data Fusion Node
MN= Resource Management Node

Figure 2-2. Fusion and Management Nodes Are Interlaced To Provide Local Feedback
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Figure 2-3. The Stateof-theArt And Key Challenges For Avionics Software Technology
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representations (e.g. logic, frames, scripts, production rules, semantic nets) and procedures (e.g. searches) are
preferable. The NM high payoff"doub1e win" applications are those with speed and adaptivity requirements such as
described above. These are grouped into image processing and adaptive control categories for further discussion in
the next section.

3. Neural Network Approaches for Avionics Roles

3.1 WhatareNeuralNets?

NN architectures are biologically motivated. A NN is an adaptive data and goal driven processing system
that recognizes patterns in response to inputs based upon built..in learning mechanisms. NN's contain an
extensively parallelinter connected system ofsimple processing elements (PB's) whose information is
communicated via fan-out connections to other PE's. The processing in each node is local (i.e. based only upon its
recent inputs and minimal local memory). As a result NN chips provide over a thousand-fold speed-up per watt
and NN's learn to recognize patterns thus also reducing SW costs. NN's can learn on-line (i.e. in real time) and can
be trained off-line by the user to discover patterns via solution exemplars or objective functions. Thus the user does
not need to design, code, and test solutions to new problems. NN's can also be "hard-wired" with biologicaily
motivated architectures for up-front sensor data processing (e.g. on-focal plane adaptive gain control, on-center off-
surround convolution, and temporal lowpass filter modeling photo receptors, horizontal cells, and bipolar cells of
the eye, respectively). A trained recurrent NN (i.e. with feedback) settles fast into a stable local equilibrium
solution. The actual NN speed depends upon the implementation HW.

Biological neurons operate at -80 to 60 millivolts with millisecond widths. The action potentials (AP)
provide rapid pulses for communication with the more analog postsynaptic potentials (PSP) providing the broader
signals for local computation. The traditional inn-product NN's use sigmoids ofweighted sums for PSP's and
activation levels for streams ofAP's. Pulse-stream NN's provide spatio-temporal integration ofAP pulsed signals
using hybrid encoding schemes (e.g. pulse width, threshold, frequency, phase) and PSP waveforms modulated via
amplitude, time delay, and duration.

The Hybrid Temporal Processing Element (HTPE)3 analog pulse-stream NN architecture patented by IRSI
is tailored for applications (vs Mead's which supports neural research). The HTPE generates 2-10 nanosec AP
pulses (vs milli-seconds: in brain) at 1-5 Volts (vs millivolts). The 100's nanosec PSP analog signals modulated
in the neurode are sensitive to AP temporal pulse encodings. The HTPE provides the highest electronic
computational thruput per watt (>1012 Connections Per Sec (TCPS)/watt ofall NN chips architectures. A
comparison ofNN powers and performances is given in Figure 3-1. The biological NN motivations incorporated or
planned for pulse-stream NN chips include the following:. Center-surround and shunting to accommodate large dynamic range

• Replicated receptive fields to detect oriented spatial contrast
• Diffusion (i.e. filling in) for spatial grouping
• Temporal pulse-stream dynamics to react to changing information
• Competitive learning and Hebbian synapse dynamics for pattern recognition
• Inhibitory/excitatory local processes to filter missing contours

3.2 The Role for NN's in Image Processing

The avionics image processing requirements are summarized as follows:
• Invariant: scale, shift, rotation
• Robust: background, occlusion, lighting, noise
• Adaptive: quick learning of new object/textures
• Real-time: compression of image information in user form
• Efficient: low size, weight, and power; high performance

The traditional approaches apply low (2-D), intermediate (2 1/2-D), and high (3-D) level processing5. The
high level automatic target recognition (ATR) deficiencies include the following:

• model-based requires too many models for invariance and robustness
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Company JoulelSynapse Transistors/Synapse Type (CMech Chip Speed

Adaptive Solutions
(CNAPS)

4n Joule/syn 160 K trans/syn Digital (SIMD) 0.8 i GCPS

Mitsubishi 15 p Joulelsyn 420 trans/syn Analog (Inner product 1.0 j. ioo GCPS

AT&T
Net 32 (1 bIt)
ANNA (6/3 bit)

0.5 p Joule/syn
10 p Joule/syn

20 trans/syn
45 trans/syn

Analog (inner product
Analog (Inner product

0.9 j.t
O.9j.i

300 GCPS
10 GCPS
(0.5 GCPS I/O llmIId sustained

KaKadu 8 p Joule/syn 70 trans/syn Analog (Inner product 1.2 ji 2 MCPS

Lawrence Livermore 8 ji Joule/syn Digital (Systolic Array 12 MCPS

IRSI 25 1 Joulelsyn 16 trans/syn Analog (Pulse stream) 2.0 j.t 2 GCPS
(1 K GCPS wJD.8 it)

*W/cjjp = col 1 x col 5. Brain is .1 fJ/syn and E15 CPS. Optical Processing is 5 fJ/operation.

Figure 31 . NN Power and Performance Capabilities per HW Technology Highlight The
Advantage of Analog Pulse-Stream NN Chips

Fig. 3-2. The "DoubleWin" Role For NN's Is UpFront (near sensors and controls)
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. invariance transforms (FT, Gabor, Log/Polar) are sensitive to noise and occlusion. artificialintelligence methods rely upon good edges and are slow in other than
limited domain. statistical pattern recognition inhibits use of a prior context knowledge and degrades
with number of classes

NM's are a key enabling technology which provides orders ofmagnitude increase in speed per size, weight,
and power, as well as reduced solution development cost. This is accomplished by processing data nearer the focal
plane using analog massively parallel processing which is trained on the data instead of a "programmed solution".
As such, the NN automatically tailors its architecture parameters to fit each problem.

Numerous NN image processing paradigms have been developed including the neocognitron, feature
contour system/boundary contour system (FCS/BCS), Le Cmi constrained BPN, Seibert-Waxman, pulse-stream
NN's SAHTIRN, hidden markov models with learning via Baum-Welch, higher order N1's, and replicated receptive
field on log/polar transformed image.6 Tests indicate that NN's achieve recognition comparable with traditional
techniques with 300 connectings/pixed vs 300 ops/pixel. Thus an analog NN chip can achieve orders of magnitude
more ATR performance per watt than a DSP chip. Such NN's are best applied where the key features need to be
discovered.

The highest potential for NN's image processing is up-front. However NN adaptivity is applicable for the
later functions also, see figure 3-2. The benefits for up-front on-focal plane analog signal processing include:. Local contrast enhancement using full dynamic range (�18 bits) of detector. User controlled adaptive spatial and temporal filtering. Real-timepixel non-uniformity correction in log-space for gain (since offset=O). Pixel-levelsensor fusion at the pixel rate (e.g. 60 frames/sec)

S Noise voltage is independent ofdetector resistance and improves with capacitance

In summary, the long-term NN image processing performance objectives include:. Thousand-fold reduction inpower per operation. Sensors and processing circuitry integrated together. Extensivelyparallel analog computation (for speed with low power and area). Computations that map naturally to physical processes in silicon
S Computational methods that do require high precision. No "up-front" long-term storage (via fast processing)

3.3 The Role for NN's in Adaptive Control

The two traditional approaches to adaptive control are 1) direct control (such as performed in direct model
reference adaptive controllers) and 2) indirect control (such as performed by explicit self-running regulators) Direct
control techniques provide good stability however are susceptible to noise. whereas indirect control have low noise
susceptibility and good convergence rate. However they require more control effort and have worse stability. Also,
they are less robust to mismodeling. NN's synergistically augment traditional adaptive control techniques by
providing improved mismodeling robustness both adaptively on-line for time-varying dynamics as well as in a
learned control mode at a slower rate.

The NN control approaches which correspond to direct and indirect adaptive control are commonly known
as inverse and forward modeling, respectively. More specifically, a NN which maps the plant state and its desired
performance to the control command is called an inverse model, a NN mapping both the current plant state and
control to the next state and its performance is called the forward model. When given a desired performance and the
current state, the inverse model generates the control. The actual performance is observed and is used to train/update
the inverse model. A significant problem occurs when the desired and achieved performance differ greatly since the
model near the desired state is not changed. This condition is corrected by adding random noise to the control
outputs so as to extend the state space being explored. However, this correction has the effect of slowing the
learning and reducing the broadband stability.

For forward modeling the map from the current control and state to the resulting state and performance is
learned and the plant sensitivity to control is passed to the inverse neural controller, see Figure 3-3. For cases
where the performance is evaluated at a future time (i.e. distal in time), a predictive critic7 NN model is learned. In
both cases the Jacobian of this performance can be computed to iteratively generate the next control action.
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However, this differentiating ofthe critic NN for back-propagation training ofthe controller network is very slow
and in some cases steers the searching in the wrong direction due to initial erroneous forward model estimates. As
the NN adapts itselfthe performance flattens which results in the slow halting ofleaniing at an unacceptable
solution. Adding noise to the controUer's outputs breaks the redundancy but forces the critic to predict the effects of
future noise.

This problem has been solved by using a separately nained intermediate plant model to predict the next
state from the prior state and control while havin an independent predictor model generate the performance
evaluation from the plant model predicted state9 0 The result is a 50-100 fold learning speed improvement over
reinforcement training ofthe forward model controller NN. However, this method still relies on a "good" forward
model to incrementally train the inverse modeL These incremental changes can still lead to undesirable solutions.
For control systems which follow the stage 1,2, or 3 models" the control can be analytically computed from a
forward'only model. For the most general, non4inear (stage 4)" systems, an alternative is the memoiybased
forward od' Judicial random control actions are applied to improve behavior only where the forward model
error is predicted to be large (e.g. via cross-validation). Also using robust regression, experiences can be deweighted
according to their quality and age. The high computational burden ofthese cross'validation techniques can be
reduced by parallel on4ine processing providing the "policy" parameters for fast on-line NN controL

For control problems which are distal in time and space, a hybrid ofthese two forwardmodeling
approaches can be used. Namely, a NN plant model is added which is trained off-line in real-time and updated as
necessaty at a slower rate than the on-line forward model which predicts performance based upon the current plant
modeL This slower rate trained forward-model NN supports learned control (e.g. via numerical inversion) whereas
the on-line forward model provides the faster response adaptive controL Other NN control techniques such as using
a Hopfield net to solve the optimal-control quadraticprogrmiiing problem or the supervised training of ART II
off-line with adaptive vigilance for on-line pole placement have been proposed. However, their on-line robustness
appears limited due to their sensitivity to a prior parameter assumptions.

A recommended hybrid approach is to use forward model recurrent NN to augments a reduced order model
traditional controller for unmodeled modes and unforeseen situations. This approach has been successful in on-line
learning for smart structure antenna control'3 and is extendable to other adaptive control problems such as flight
controL

Fig. 3-3. Dual (indirect and direct) Adaptive Control Using Forward Model Plant
Sensitivities To Aid inverse Model Convergence
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4. Summary

NN's provide the highest speed per watt and data/goal driven pattern recognition to augment traditional
digital programmed computers. Consequently NN's have a role in satisfying avionics upgrade needs for affordable
high speed multisource information fusion and adaptive response control especially near or on sensor and
countermeasures hardware backplanes. Research and development (6.2) is needed especially in pulse stream NN's
for on focal plane image processing and to enable NN's to program themselves to compensate for faults in its own
or supporting HW.
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